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Introduction

Research questions

Animal welfare is typically assessed on farms by external observers
making systematic observations of animals and/or the environment.
External observers are costly, and efforts to minimize the time spent by
external observers are giving rise to a delicate discussion of priorities of
costs, validity and reliability. In this situation, it is worthwhile to consider the
option of systems for assessing the animal welfare without having an
external observer visiting the farm.

• Can available data stand alone as a basis for a valid on-farm

screening method for identification of farms with a high risk of
animal welfare problems?

A complete on-farm welfare assessment is made by checking the 12
criteria for good welfare on a farm as they are defined in Welfare
Quality®. In this study, data for an on-farm welfare assessment are
classified into 4 levels:
Existing data
Data provided by the farmer
Animal based clinical observations
Animal behaviour observations

Available
data

1: Existing data (i.e. meat
inspection, mortality, antibiotics)
2: Data provided by the farmer
(i.e. housing system management
routines)

Based on the ranking described above, herds are classified as herds
with either an acceptable or an unacceptable welfare. If the specificity
of a level 1+2 based assessment for indentifying a level 3+4 based
acceptable herd welfare is high, we will conclude that a welfare
assessment based on level 1+2 data can be used as a screening
method.
• Can we indentify a few available data that will be efficient in

identifying farms with welfare problems?

It is hypothesized that it is possible to make an on-farm welfare
assessment based on a combination of level 1 and level 2 data
(available data) that is as good as a welfare assessment based on a
combination of level 3 and level 4 data (specific new data).
Data from the 4 levels of information are collected from 80 dairy cattle
herds, 60 sow herds and 40 finisher herds. Two welfare assessments
(one based on levels 1+2 and one based on levels 3+4) are made for
each herd. The criterion values are aggregated to make it possible to
rank the herds according to their welfare assessment.

Discussion

We are testing this question by ranking the herds according to their
welfare assessed by level 1+2 data and by level 3+4 data, respectively.
If the rankings are similar, we will conclude that the welfare assessment
based on available data can stand alone.
• Can a welfare assessment based on available data be used as a

Method
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welfare assessment?

On-farm
welfare
assessment

Selected parameters based on level 1+2 data are analysed as
predictors of an acceptable animal welfare based on a level 3+4
welfare assessment.
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On-farm
welfare
assessment

1. Absence of prolonged hunger
2. Absence of prolonged thirst
3. Comfort in connection with resting
4. Thermal comfort
5. Ease of movement
6. Absence of injuries
7. Absence of disease
8. Absence of pain
9. Expression of social behaviours
10.Expression of other behaviours
11.Good human-animal relationship
12.Positive emotional state

Specific
new data

3: Clinical observations (i.e.

body condition, skin lesions)
4: Behaviour observations
(getting up behaviour, fear
tests)

Identical sets of welfare criteria - two different data sources – how do they relate?

In our study, we focus on data with a direct relation to animal welfare.
However, if we focus only on how to make a risk based identification
of livestock herds with welfare problems it may be more efficient to
look for other types of data. Assuming that animal welfare problems
may be linked to social problems, we should look for data indicating
social problems or financial problems.

